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Paperless Bills Plugin 

You don’t need to print supplier bills and paper file them anymore! Free up Hours, Free up 
Space, Improve Accuracy, get Instant Access and Save some Trees.  
 
I think we all accept now that we don’t need to print copy sales invoices since we email the 
customer their copy and we can view on the system, re-email and re-print them, if we 
needed to, anytime.  
 
If you are still printing out supplier bills or storing paper copies then this is the time to 
change your procedure.  
 

 

 
 
 
We have developed a plugin called “Paperless Bills” to make this easy to do.  
 
The Paperless Bills plugin allows you to copy and paste or Save supplier bills into a 
document depository as you receive them usually by email. From here you can view the 
document, extract the basic information and create an Expense or GRN Bill or assign to an 
Existing Bill if you already entered it. The bill PDF will get automatically attached to the Bill 
code in Interprise so whenever you look at the supplier transaction history you can open the 
attachments again and even print them if you needed to.  
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Reasons to not print out or keep existing supplier bills : 
      

- No cost for consumables ink and paper printing them. Save some trees!  
 

- You don’t have to spend time filing, storing or shredding supplier bills.  
 

- Using the Interprise client you can access the documents anywhere (office, home, 
branch, on the road) so no searching for the bill or losing the paper copy.  
 

- It is easier and quicker to process Supplier Bills. Improve efficiency and accuracy.  
OCR Parser Supplier Templates technology saves time entering bills and errors 
keying data. 
 

- Your accountant could have the Interprise client installed and look up any bill they 
need to look at. No more boxing up the years files and sending to the accountant.  
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Example existing procedure: 

 

Supplier Bill comes in by email or post, you Print out the bill if emailed, you enter into 

Interprise as an expense bill or against a GRN Bill, write the bill code in the top right corner 

of the paper bill and file it. At some point in the future it is shredded.  

 

 

Paperless procedure: 

Supplier Bill comes in by email, you Copy and Paste to the Paperless Bill plugin, Open the Bill 

and enter the Supplier, Enter / Edit data, then Create an Expense or GRN Bill, the bill PDF 

automatically gets attached to the bill in Interprise.  

Or Supplier Bill comes in by post, Scan the document as a Searchable PDF, you Find File or 

Paste in to the Paperless Bill plugin, then as above.  

 

Get rid of your existing Paper Supplier Bills 

You could go back and scan all the existing bills you are storing. The Paperless plugin allows 

you to attach files to existing supplier bills already created in Interprise. Then you can 

dispose of all the paper bills you are having to store.   
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You can Paste files or, Find files. Some supplier email bills are in the body of the email so 

you can copy this and using the Text Paste option rather than have to create a document. 

You can also right click in the list to Paste documents and rename them. 

If you paste 1 file it will automatically open the processing window. All the document 

attachments are in the list until a bill is created.  

 

With the image displayed you can enter the Supplier, Bill Date, Bill reference, Net and Vat 

Value. You can change the Nominal Code and Tax code or it will default the normal ones for 

this supplier.  
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If the bill has already been entered then you can find existing supplier bill.  

If it is related to a GRN then it can be chosen here. 

If it is an Expense Bill then you can click the Create Expense Bill.  

 

It will automatically attach the document to the bill record in the bill form document tab. 

You can change the bill details as required.  
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In the Supplier form Transactions tab you can tell if a bill has an attachment as there is no 

Red Cross. By clicking on it you can see them like below: 
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When you chose a supplier you have the option to create / edit a template. So next time 

you select the supplier it will automatically run the OCR Parser for that supplier and auto fill 

the fields.  

 

The Template Editor allows you to identify where data is for a specific supplier on their bill 

layout like Bill Date, Invoice No., Ref 2, Net and Vat.  
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OCR Parser Option – Bulk Processing 

 

We have an “OCR Parser” option that can process all the supplier templates to try to find the 

supplier and fill in the fields before a user has to open the file. This then saves having to pick 

a supplier as well speeding up the process even further.  

Confidence adds 50% for a match on each of the following: Supplier Name, Supplier 

Account Number, Supplier Vat Reg, Supplier Company Reg, Supplier Telephone. I.e. If it 

matched 1 = 50%, 2 = 100% or all 5 = 250%. We think if you match 2 then confidence 

should be 100%.  

NB the more supplier templates and more bills in the list the longer it will take to run.  
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PDF Note 

All PDFs have to be Searchable PDFs. Most PDFs that come by email from your suppliers 

will be Searchable PDFs. When Interprise sends out a PDF like an invoice it is a searchable 

PDF. A quick way to tell is when you open a searchable PDF if you highlight some text it will 

allow you to copy and paste from the PDF.   

A lot of scanners that scan paper bills will scan to PDF but the PDF is just one big image. 

This means it will take a long time for our plugin to process it if it can.  

Usually Scanners come with OCR software. EG HP Scanners comes with Readiris software. 

This allows the user to get scans from the ADF and save them as Searchable PDFs quickly 

and easily. There are many Paper Scanning software packages out there. You should get 

one free with the scanner you buy. You should scan at 300dpi.  

 

There is also a new ISO standard for PDF files called PDF/A. Most scanning software has 

the option to embed fonts or make them compliant if you want to do that.   

You can also convert a PDF in the above software by opening up the file and saving it as a 

searchable PDF.  
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PDF Splitter  

 

If you receive a lot of paper supplier bills I would expect you to scan maybe 1-50 in one go 

on the ADF to the scanning OCR software. So you would then have a Searchable PDF of 1-

50 supplier bills. Some scanner software will save each as individual PDFs but if yours does 

not we have an option called “PDF Splitter”. This will pick up the file and chop it into single 

pages and add it to the depository.  

If you have supplier paper bills that are 2 pages + then they will need to be scanned 

separately. The PDF Splitter feature just chops a file into single pages it does not recognise 

if a bill is 2 pages. Some scanning software can be clever and a blank sheet confirms it’s a 

new bill etc. but these usually get more expensive and complicated. Whether these are 

worth investing in depends on your volumes.    

As a user you just need to ensure that your PDFs are Searchable PDFs.  

 

Workstation Specification Note 

The users that are going to use this feature should have a good resolution screen and a 

good Processor / Ram specification. It is very Processor and Ram intensive. If you intend to 

amend templates then this will take longer to load with poorer hardware.  
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Archive Note 

 

In the Setup Maintenance option you can remove attachments up to a bill date. At some 

point like 6 years or sooner if you have high volumes you may want to archive the 

documents to a folder.  

The feature will ask for a folder and rename all the files the 

BillCode+SupplierName+ExistingFileName. This folder should be like a Dropbox or a 

Network folder so you can still access them. The database size should be reviewed every 

year.  

When you need to run this will depend on your volume of transactions. The files are stored 

in the database so all users can access the bills wherever they are. i.e. in or out the office. 

The downside to this is the database becomes bigger so disk space and backup size become 

a potential issue.  

We suggest that you tailor the user role to remove this option from normal users in case 

they do this by mistake. Once removed they are removed so it will be important to save 

them to a backed up location. i.e. it is an administrator feature.  

If each supplier bill PDF was a 100k-200kb then if you added 12000 supplier bills PA (1000 

per month) it could add around 2-4Gb to the Db size.   

NB if you are currently using SQL Express then this has a database size limit which you may 

hit by storing documents in the DB. I.e. You may need to upgrade to the ISV version. NB 

that your server may need more disk space.  
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Added Oct 2020 

 

You can now also pick Purchase Orders to match to. So it will automatically create the GRN 

for the outstanding PO qty and open the bill form. This is helpful to users who do a lot of 

drop ships and they get a bill rather than a delivery note.  

 

We have also added Other and Discount to the Template. So now Net + Freight + Other – 

Discount provides the OCR Net value. NB the discount can be +ve or –ve it will ignore the 

sign.  

 

 


